Bees need our help.
Today they are in danger.
Modern monoculture
practices are linked to the
decline, leading many to
support increasing urban bee
populations to create
environmental resilience.

We create programming with public,
private and parochial partners to engage
their community and help create outreach
to returning vets, our homeless community
and our re-entering population. We seek
support to create sustainable jobs producing
urban bee hives made from locally
harvested wood through the offices of
sustainability utilizing public parks and
private spaces. We teach beekeeping lessons,
train apprentices, setup and maintain bee
hives as well as support new beekeepers.
We are helping others to bee the difference
by following the lessons of the bees.
Collaborate, cooperate, communicate and
make abundance.
Help us spread the buzz at a gathering you
know. rotary, garden group, religious
gathering, trade show, classroom, corporate
function or community event.

BeeVangelists
We’re a group dedicated to spreading the buzz about insect pollinators
through advocacy, education, products and programs. Like the bees,
we pollinate abundance in our community, only with programs to help
change public perception by changing the way people see honey bees.

“Bee the Change you wish to see in others.”

What’s the buzz?
Bees are important to our
ecosystem as they bring
abundance to nature’s
bloom. They play an
essential role in food
security. It is through insect
pollination that we get our
most important foods.

We host hives throughout metro Milwaukee at
schools, universities, corporate campuses,
retirement communities, golf courses, public
parks, ecology centers and neighborhood gardens.
We present hive activities like candle-making,
honey extracting, wax melting as well as handson beekeeping and picture lectures called
‘beesentations’. BeeVangelists create communal
experiences celebrating interconnectedness
through accessible activities that support
individual and collective courage and innovation.
Our activities build confidence, a sense of
generous give-and-take, and a connection to
caring that is fun, joyful and exciting!
Swarm with us in a pollinator parade to raise
awareness. Bee part of the hive and help staff
events and markets or sponsor one of our
programs.

— Gandhi bee

We are funded through public and private
grants, donations and by making products
from our urban apiaries. We’ve partnered
with many organizations to empower them
with bee-centric programing. Giving
presentations at events, in classrooms, at
conferences and even to congregations.

